Sanitary fittings

Comfort is not exactly the same as luxury.
For example, trainers are comfortable shoes,
while high heels are rather luxury ones.
We definitely head for comfort. This is what
we want to provide our customers with:
comfort, but not necessarily luxury.

Comfort means convenience of use

We design our products to make sure they will be functional
to our customers.

Comfort means a sense of security

We offer long-term warranties for our products to provide
our customers with a sense of security.

Comfort means EASE OF ADJUSTMENT
to different needs

We know that good interior design solutions are those
that can be easily adapted to individual needs.

Comfort means a customer-friendly
purchase path

We strive to develop the sales network, so that our customers
can have the opportunity to familiarise with our offer in a place
and at a time convenient for them.
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bathroom

moza

HIGHLY RESISTANT TO DAMAGE
The matt black coating is created during the
innovative production process, thanks to
which it is extremely resistant to any damage
and feels nice to the touch.
ERGONOMIC SOLUTIONS
Knobs placed at an angle of 45 degrees
relative to the user, the integrated shower
diverter with a lock function, and the heightadjustable shower bar – these are only some
examples of the solutions applied.
DURABILITY AND HIGH QUALITY
The Sedal thermostatic head and the durable,
damage-resistant PVC hose with the knurling
type assembly highlight these two features
perfectly.
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The thermostatic mixers are really comfortable solutions.
You do not have to worry about constant water temperature
adjustment or be afraid of getting burnt when you accidentally
twist the mixer handle ‒ especially when taking a shower.
This mixers stand for safety, comfort of use and savings.
There are also other functionalities that make the products even
more attractive, e.g. the ergonomic knobs placed at an angle
of 45 degrees relative to the user or the integrated shower
diverter with a lock function.
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5736-910-00

841-365-00

5736-910-81

841-365-81

Moza RAINSHOWER

Moza SHOWER

Moza Black RAINSHOWER

Moza Black SHOWER

841-220-00

841-220-81

5734-010-00

5736-010-00

MOZA POINT-FIXED SHOWER SET

MOZA BLACK POINT-FIXED SHOWER
SET

MOZA THERMOSTATIC BATH MIXER

MOZA THERMOSTATIC SHOWER MIXER

835-670-00

835-670-81

842-065-00

842-065-81

MOZA BATH SPOUT TO BE COMBINED
WITH THE RAINSHOWER WITH
THE THERMOSTATIC SHOWER MIXER
(5736-910-00)

MOZA black BATH SPOUT TO BE
COMBINED WITH THE RAINSHOWER
WITH THE THERMOSTATIC SHOWER
MIXER (5736-910-81)

Moza SHOWER HANDLE

Moza black SHOWER HANDLE
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LOGON

2IN1 SOLUTION
The comfortable rainshower, the functional
shower handle, and most importantly, the
practical folding spout – they together make
a unique solution.
FOLDING SPOUT
Thanks to the possibility of folding the spout,
it is more comfortable to use the shower
or the rainshower.
OPTIMAL HEAD SHAPE
The rectangular shape of the rainshower head
ensures optimal distribution of the water
stream over the bathtub.
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5136-915-00

5135-510-00

5135-510-81

Logon RAINSHOWER

LOGON Standing bath mixer

LOGON black Standing bath mixer

The greatest asset of the Logon rainshower is a folding bath spout.
Thanks to this feature, Logon is a multifunctional solution which
perfectly combines the advantages of a rainshower, a shower
and a bath mixer. It is an ideal product for small bathrooms where
users want to have both a bath and a comfortable rainshower.
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MOKAIT

Economy and ecology
Low water consumption – only 6l/min.
Easy to keep clean
Silicone aerator SLC RUB CLEAN – it is enough
to wipe the sieve with your finger.
Directed water stream
The aerator provides a directed stream, thanks
to which water does not splash and it is easier
to keep the washbasin space clean.
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5534-010-00

5535-210-00

5536-010-00

5532-815-00

5534-010-81

5535-210-81

5536-010-81

5532-815-81

mokait bath mixer

mokait FOUR-HOLE RIM MOUNTED
BATH MIXER

mokait shower mixer

mokait washbasin mixer
with a click-clack plug included
(water flow: 6l/min)

mokait BLACK bath mixer

mokait BLACK FOUR-HOLE RIM
MOUNTED BATH MIXER

mokait BLACK shower mixer

mokait BLACK washbasin mixer
with a click-clack drain included
(water flow: 6l/min)

5532-612-00

5537-015-00

5539-810-00

836-002-00

5532-612-81

5537-015-81

5539-810-81

836-002-81

mokait COUNTERTOP WASHBASIN
MIXER
with a click-clack drain included

Mokait bidet mixer
(water flow: 6l/min)

mokait FLUSH-MOUNTED
WASHBASIN MIXER
(water flow: 6l/min)

MOKAIT FLUSH-MOUNTED BATH SPOUT

mokait BLACK COUNTERTOP
WASHBASIN MIXER
with a click-clack drain included

Mokait BLACK bidet mixer
(water flow: 6l/min)

mokait BLACK FLUSH-MOUNTED
WASHBASIN MIXER
(water flow: 6l/min)

MOKAIT BLACK
FLUSH-MOUNTED BATH SPOUT

5539-501-00
MOKAIT FLUSH-MOUNTED SHOWER SET
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Resistant to damage
Thanks to the process of curing the paint
coating at high temperature, the mixer
is highly durable.

angelit

Easy to keep clean
No watermarks or fingerprints are visible
on the white coating.

Attention to detail
The unusual teardrop cross-section of
selected elements is a distinguishing feature
of the collection.
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Innovative solution
Thanks to the complete elimination of the shower
diverter, the mixer is visually-pleasing and easy
to keep clean.

4724-010-40

4726-010-40

4722-815-40

4722-612-40

angelit bath mixer

angelit shower mixer

angelit washbasin mixer
with a click-clack drain included

angelit COUNTERTOP WASHBASIN
MIXER
with a click-clack drain included

4724-010-00

4726-010-00

4722-815-00

4722-612-00

angelit bath mixer

angelit shower mixer

angelit washbasin mixer
with a click-clack drain included

angelit COUNTERTOP WASHBASIN
MIXER
with a click-clack drain included

6713-915-40

6713-915-00

angelit sink mixer

angelit sink mixer

Comfort of use
All you have to do to control the temperature,
set the intensity of the water stream and direct
it to the shower head or the spout is adjust
the handle lever properly.
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morganit
22

Ergonomic handle
It does not slide in the user’s wet hand.
Unique design
The cubic handle is integrated into the shape
of the mixer body.
“Coin slot” aerator
It makes the cleaning process easier because
it can be disassembled with a regular coin
(no additional tools are needed).
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4924-010-00

4926-010-00

4922-815-00

4922-612-00

morganit bath mixer

morganit shower mixer

morganit washbasin mixer
with a click-clack drain included

Morganit COUNTERTOP WASHBASIN
MIXER
with a click-clack drain included

4923-915-00
morganit sink mixer
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ROTATING countertop mixer
It ensures comfort of use, while its right
height prevents water from splashing.
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tanzanit

2 types of washbasin mixer
Standard-height and countertop.
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The Tanzanit collection also includes showers and flush-mounted
mixers. The Tanzanit shower is a high quality product with
a durable ceramic shower diverter, a damage-resistant PVC shower
hose and a comfortable three-function shower handle. The design
is also important – the aesthetically-pleasing look of the shower
bar slider fits modern bathrooms perfectly.
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5024-010-00

5026-010-00

5022-815-00

5022-712-00

tanzanit bath mixer

tanzanit shower mixer

tanzanit washbasin mixer
with a click-clack drain included

tanzanit COUNTERTOP WASHBASIN
MIXER
with a click-clack drain included

5026-910-00

5029-501-00

Tanzanit RAINSHOWER

Tanzanit FLUSH-MOUNTED SHOWER
set
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narva

FASHIONABLE BLACK ELEMENTS
The classic and simple shape combined with
fashionable matt black elements fits the modern
and industrial bathrooms perfectly.
COMFORT OF USE
The washbasin mixer is available
in two versions: standard-height and countertop.
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5224-010-81

5226-010-81

5222-815-81

5222-612-81

Narva Black bath mixer

Narva Black shower mixer

Narva Black washbasin mixer
with a click-clack drain included

Narva Black COUNTERTOP
WASHBASIN MIXER
with a click-clack drain included
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neon

UNIVERSAL DESIGN
The classic and simple shape suits not only
modern and industrial bathrooms, but also
more traditional ones.
FUNCTIONAL SHOWER
The simple form and compact dimensions
stand for a solution that is perfect for small
bathrooms equipped with shower cabins.
COMFORTABLE SOLUTIONS
The washbasin mixers are available in two
versions: standard and countertop with
optimally selected height.
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5224-013-00

5226-013-00

5222-813-00

5222-613-00

Neon bath mixer

Neon shower mixer

Neon WASHBASIN MIXER
with a click-clack drain included

Neon COUNTERTOP WASHBASIN
MIXER
with a click-clack drain included

841-366-00
Neon SHOWER
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amazonit
38

UNIQUE DESIGN
The rectangular notches in the mixer
handles catch the user’s eye and are
ergonomic at the same time.
HIGH QUALITY
Solid workmanship and good materials –
all at a reasonable price.
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4624-010-00

4626-010-00

4622-815-00

4622-613-00

Amazonit bath mixer

Amazonit shower mixer

Amazonit WASHBASIN mixer
with a click-clack drain included

Amazonit COUNTERTOP WASHBASIN
MIXER
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neda

MODERN DESIGN
The very unique shape of the spout can
change the look of your bathroom.
FREEDOM OF CHOICE
You can choose between classic and
countertop washbasin mixers. The collection
is available in two colours – chrome and
modern matt black.
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5824-010-00

5826-010-00

5826-010-00

5822-612-00

Neda bath mixer

Neda shower mixer

Neda WASHBASIN mixer
with a click-clack drain included

Neda COUNTERTOP WASHBASIN
MIXER
with a click-clack drain included

5824-010-81

5826-010-81

5822-815-81

5822-612-81

Neda Black bath mixer

Neda Black shower mixer

Neda Black WASHBASIN mixer
with a click-clack drain included

Neda Black COUNTERTOP
WASHBASIN MIXER
with a click-clack drain included
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sodalit

5546-010-00

5542-815-00

5542-915-00

sodalit bath mixer

sodalit shower mixer

SODALIT WASHBASIN MIXER

sodalit washbasin mixer WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

with a click-clack drain included

The simple form of the Sodalit collection fits both modern and
traditional interiors. The mixers are made with the utmost care.
They are top quality products available at a reasonable price.
The Sodalit collection is a solution suitable for various projects.
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5544-010-00

5543-915-00
sodalit sink mixer WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT
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malachit
The Malachit collection, which has been created for the
interiors arranged according to the industrial style, impresses
the users with its interesting design. The flat, ergonomic handle
harmoniously combined with the simple streamlined mixer body
brings to mind futuristic design solutions. The bath and shower
mixer models are equipped with an aesthetically-pleasing
straight shower handle, thanks to which they gain a modern
look and guarantee great comfort of use at the same time.
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4404-510-00

4406-510-00

4402-811-00

4407-011-00

malachit BATH MIXER

malachit SHOWER MIXER

malachit WASHBASIN MIXER

malachit BIDET MIXER

4403-915-00
malachit SINK MIXER
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korund
Products inspired by geometrical shapes stand for a trend which
is always popular when it comes to arranging bathroom interiors.
Thanks to the combination of the straight mixer body and the
heavy, ergonomic handle, the Korund collection impresses the
users with its austere beauty. The classic chrome finish gives the
mixers an elegant look that perfectly emphasises the balance
between geometrical shapes of your bathroom fittings.
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4004-010-00

4006-010-00

4002-811-00

4007-011-00

korund BATH MIXER

korund SHOWER MIXER

korund WASHBASIN MIXER

korund BIDET MIXER

4003-615-00
korund SINK MIXER
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kwarc
The Kwarc mixers are perfect examples of the bathroom
equipment that catches the user’s eye with its well-balanced
design and unusual details. The wall-mounted models are
characterised by a massive mixer body with bevelled edges
combined with a flat handle with subtle lines. The sophisticated
decor of elegant bathing rooms will be perfectly complemented
with the three-hole bath mixer with a three-spray shower
handle.
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4204-010-00

4205-210-00

4206-010-00

4200-810-00

kwarc BATH MIXER

KWARC THREE-HOLE RIM MOUNTED
BATH MIXER

kwarc SHOWER MIXER

kwarc WASHBASIN MIXER

4202-815-00

4207-015-00

kwarc WASHBASIN MIXER

kwarc BIDET MIXER

4200-910-00

4203-915-00

kwarc SINK MIXER

kwarc SINK MIXER
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topaz
The Topaz mixers collection is a proposal for those who
are in favour of strong design elements. The ergonomic
handle mounted on the massive, streamlined mixer body will
emphasise the interior arrangement inspired by the beauty
of natural shapes. The timeless character of the Topaz mixers
is determined by the elegant chrome finish, which perfectly
harmonises with snow-white bathroom fittings.
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4014-010-00

4016-010-00

4012-815-00

4012-515-00

topaz BATH MIXER

topaz SHOWER MIXER

topaz WASHBASIN MIXER

topaz WASHBASIN MIXER WITH
A BIDET SHOWER

4012-112-00

4017-015-00

topaz WASHBASIN MIXER WITH
A PULL-OUT SPOUT

topaz BIDET MIXER

4012-715-00

4013-915-00

4013-715-00

topaz SINK MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

topaz SINK MIXER

topaz SINK MIXER WITH A FLAT
ROTATING SPOUT
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standard
Their traditional style and proven quality guarantee great
satisfaction of use. The attractive price of the mixers and their
reliability create a perfect combination. You can choose among
four different types of handles.
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304-120-00

305-312-00

306-311-00

300-310-00

standard BATH MIXER

standard BATH MIXER

standard SHOWER MIXER

standard WASHBASIN MIXER

301-310-00

300-319-00

302-315-00

standard WASHBASIN MIXER

standard WASHBASIN/SINK MIXER

standard sink MIXER

300-510-00

301-510-00

300-410-00

300-610-00

standard sink MIXER

standard SINK MIXER

standard SINK MIXER

standard SINK MIXER
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diament
The Diament mixers are characterised by an eye-catching
combination of the unusual, asymmetrical shape of the mixer
body and subtle handles. The ergonomic solids with slightly
arched lines are a perfect choice for those bathrooms where
elegance is determined by unique details. The modern character
of the shower area will be emphasised by the Diament mixer set
with a functional Solaris rainshower.
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4104-010-00

4106-010-00

4102-811-00

4107-011-00

diament BATH MIXER

diament SHOWER MIXER

diament WASHBASIN MIXER

diament BIDET MIXER

4103-915-00
diament SINK MIXER
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Aquamaryn

4614-010-00

4616-010-00

4612-815-00

4617-015-00

AQUAMARYN BATH MIXER

AQUAMARYN SHOWER MIXER

AQUAMARYN WASHBASIN MIXER

AQUAMARYN BIDET MIXER

Created for simply arranged interiors, the Aquamaryn mixers
collection is characterised by a flat, contoured handle mounted
on a geometric body. The well-balanced proportions of the
mixers will perfectly harmonise with classic bathroom fittings,
adding a subtle decorative touch. The shiny chrome coating
guarantees timeless elegance of the mixers.
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halit
In the design of the Halit mixers, the gentle arches have been
combined with flattened surfaces of the handles and spouts.
This interesting combination catches the user’s eye and
determines a unique character of every bathroom. Those who
look for stunning solutions should pay attention to the flushmounted washbasin mixer. The Halit collection also includes
a standing washbasin mixer and the following wall-mounted
mixers: bath, shower and flush-mounted bath-shower.
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4824-010-00

836-003-00

4826-010-00

4829-501-00

halit BATH MIXER

HALIT FLUSH-MOUNTED BATH SPOUT

halit SHOWER MIXER

halit FLUSH-MOUNTED shower SET

4822-815-00

4829-810-00

halit WASHBASIN MIXER

HALIT FLUSH-MOUNTED WASHBASIN
MIXER
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albit
The Albit mixers collection is characterised by classic design
and an unusual cut-out handle. The compact shape of the
streamlined mixer body can be successfully combined with
small bathroom fittings with narrow edges. By creating
a perfect combination, the mixers guarantee functionality
and comfort of use despite a limited interior space.
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4604-010-00

4605-011-00

4606-010-00

4602-815-00

ALBIT bath mixer

ALBIT BATH MIXER

ALBIT shower mixer

ALBIT washbasin mixer

4602-915-00

4607-015-00

4603-815-00

ALBIT washbasin mixer WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

ALBIT bidet mixer

ALBIT sink mixer WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT
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german
Thanks to the timeless design, the German mixers will be
appreciated not only by fans of sophisticated elegance, but also
by those who are fond of modern minimalism. The combination
of the mixer body inspired by geometrical shapes and the
subtle, contoured handle gives the collection a classic character.
The well-balanced proportions mean that the German product
family will introduce harmony into your interior and ensure
its consistent look.
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4514-010-00

4516-010-00

4510-810-00

4512-815-00

german BATH MIXER

german SHOWER MIXER

german WASHBASIN MIXER

german WASHBASIN MIXER

4512-915-00

4517-015-00

GERMAN WASHBASIN MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

german BIDET MIXER

4513-915-00

4510-910-00

german SINK MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

german SINK MIXER
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selen
The mixer body, which has been inspired by geometrical shapes,
combined with the ergonomic handle gives the Selen collection
a timeless character that will work well in modern interiors.
The well-balanced proportions and shiny chrome finishes will
subtly emphasise the elegant character of your interior.
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4414-010-00

4416-010-00

4410-810-00

4412-815-00

selen BATH MIXER

selen SHOWER MIXER

selen WASHBASIN MIXER

selen WASHBASIN MIXER

4412-915-00

4417-015-00

SELEN WASHBASIN MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

selen BIDET MIXER

4413-915-00

4410-910-00

selen SINK MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

selen SINK MIXER
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beryl
Ergonomics and comfort of use are the most distinguishing
features of the interiors equipped with the Beryl mixers.
The contoured handle and the straight mixer body create
a classic combination characterised by a universal and
aesthetically-pleasing look. Thanks to the chrome coatings,
the products can be easily combined with any interior colour.
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4804-010-00

4806-010-00

4800-810-00

4802-815-00

beryl BATH MIXER

beryl SHOWER MIXER

beryl WASHBASIN MIXER

beryl WASHBASIN MIXER

4802-915-00

4807-015-00

beryl WASHBASIN MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

BERYL BIDET MIXER

4803-915-00

4800-910-00

BERYL SINK MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

BERYL SINK MIXER
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mohit
The simple design of the Mohit mixers collection will perfectly
highlight the minimalist style of your interior. The well-balanced
proportions that characterise the mixer body with the flat spout
harmonise well with the flat, ergonomic handle. The elegant
character of the Mohit collection is emphasised by subtle
rosettes of the flush-mounted model.
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5914-010-00

5916-010-00

5910-810-00

5912-815-00

mohit BATH MIXER

mohit SHOWER MIXER

MOHIT WASHBASIN MIXER

MOHIT WASHBASIN MIXER

5912-915-00

5917-015-00

5912-715-00

5910-910-00

MOHIT WASHBASIN MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

MOHIT BIDET MIXER

MOHIT SINK MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT 2

MOHIT SINK MIXER

5913-915-00

5913-715-00

5913-615-00

5913-815-00

MOHIT SINK MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

MOHIT SINK MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT 2

mohit SINK MIXER

mohit SINK MIXER
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leonit
The Leonit mixers collection is characterised by a combination
of rounded solids with cut edges and an elongated spout.
The unusual, slightly raised handle is an interesting decorative
element that will perfectly complement the simplicity
of bathroom fittings inspired by geometrical shapes. The subtle
design of the collection is also emphasised by standing models
which have well-balanced proportions and a slender spout.
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5314-010-00

5316-010-00

5310-810-00

5312-815-00

LEONIT BATH MIXER

LEONIT SHOWER MIXER

LEONIT WASHBASIN MIXER

LEONIT WASHBASIN MIXER

5312-915-00

5310-910-00

5313-915-00

LEONIT WASHBASIN MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

LEONIT SINK MIXER

LEONIT SINK MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

5313-815-00

5313-615-00

LEONIT SINK MIXER

LEONIT SINK MIXER
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baryt
Created for small interiors, the Baryt mixers collection
is characterised by compact design and a slightly arched,
ergonomic handle. The straight spout, which creates a balanced
combination with the classic mixer body, will be a perfect
complement to a traditionally arranged space.
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554-010-00

556-010-00

550-810-00

552-815-00

BARYT BATH MIXER

BARYT SHOWER MIXER

BARYT WASHBASIN MIXER

BARYT WASHBASIN MIXER

552-915-00

557-015-00

BARYT SINK MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

BARYT BIDET MIXER

553-915-00

550-910-00

BARYT SINK MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

BARYT SINK MIXER
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krzem
The streamlined mixer body and the contoured handle that
fits comfortably in the user’s hand create a combination
which highlights the subtle character of the Krzem collection.
The wall mixer models are equipped with an ergonomic spout
which facilitates the performance of everyday hygiene activities.
The timeless chrome finishes will be a perfect complement
to the decor of both modern and traditional interiors.
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4214-010-00

4216-010-00

4210-810-00

4212-815-00

krzem BATH MIXER

krzem SHOWER MIXER

krzem WASHBASIN MIXER

krzem WASHBASIN MIXER

4212-915-00

4217-015-00

krzem WASHBASIN MIXER
WITH A ROTATING SPOUT

krzem BIDET MIXER

4210-910-00

4213-915-00

krzem SINK MIXER

krzem SINK MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT
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jaspis
The Jaspis mixers collection is an example of an excellent
combination of oval lines creating timeless design.
The streamlined mixer body and the contoured spout provide
a perfect background for the decorative, cut-out handle.
Thanks to their compact design, the mixers from the Jaspis
collection will work perfectly well with small bathroom fittings,
ensuring functionality of the interiors characterised by a limited
space.
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544-010-00

546-010-00

540-810-00

542-815-00

JASPIS BATH MIXER

JASPIS SHOWER MIXER

JASPIS WASHBASIN MIXER

JASPIS WASHBASIN MIXER

542-915-00

547-015-00

JASPIS WASHBASIN MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

JASPIS BIDET MIXER

543-915-00

540-910-00

JASPIS SINK MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

JASPIS SINK MIXER
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granat
The unusual character of the Granat mixers collection is determined
by its clear reference to minimalism. The well-balanced proportions
of the body and the flat, ergonomic handle create a duo that
harmonises perfectly with modern bathroom fittings. The most eyecatching elements of the wall-mounted models are subtle rosettes
combined with bevelled edges of the mixers. The straight spout,
which is characteristic of the Granat collection, will add a decorative
touch to the interiors inspired by geometrical shapes.
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5524-010-00

5526-010-00

5520-810-00

5522-815-00

granat BATH MIXER

granat SHOWER MIXER

granat WASHBASIN MIXER

granat WASHBASIN MIXER

5522-915-00

5527-015-00

granat WASHBASIN MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

granat BIDET MIXEr

5523-915-00

5520-910-00

granat SINK MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

granat SINK MIXER
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eco mixers
84

5514-530-00

5516-530-00

5510-830-00

5510-850-00

5510-950-00

5512-855-00

5517-055-00

SOTALIA BATH MIXER

SOTALIA SHOWER MIXER

SOTALIA WASHBASIN MIXER

ATUT WASHBASIN MIXER

ATUT SINK MIXER

ATUT WASHBASIN MIXER

ATUT BIDET MIXER

5510-930-00

5512-835-00

5517-035-00

5513-955-00

5514-520-00

5516-520-00

5510-820-00

SOTALIA SINK MIXER

SOTALIA WASHBASIN MIXER

SOTALIA BIDET MIXER

ATUT SINK MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

AZURYT BATH MIXER

AZURYT SHOWER MIXER

AZURYT WASHBASIN MIXER

5513-935-00

5514-550-00

5516-550-00

5510-920-00

5512-825-00

5517-025-00

5513-925-00

SOTALIA SINK MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT

ATUT BATH MIXER

ATUT SHOWER MIXER

AZURYT SINK MIXER

AZURYT WASHBASIN MIXER

AZURYT BIDET MIXER

AZURYT SINK MIXER WITH
A ROTATING SPOUT
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HEXA
The three-way flush-mounted mixers are offered to those
people who look for minimalist bathing space equipment.
The mechanism for mixing hot and cold water, as well as
the rainshower and the shower handle connectors ‒ all
this is invisible here. The flush-mounted box allows for
the connection to two sources of water outflow in any
combination. An elliptical rosette with a round shower head
and a cylindrical handle? All elements characterised by
a rectangular shape? Or maybe ellipses interwoven with right
angles in geometrical harmony? With Hexa, which has been
designed for minimalist shower zones, you can enjoy great
freedom of arrangement.
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4029-410-00

4029-411-00

3529-410-00

3529-411-00

HEXA ring 35 FLUSH-MOUNTED
BATH-SHOWER MIXER

HEXA QUADRO 40 FLUSH-MOUNTED
BATH-SHOWER MIXER

HEXA RING 35 FLUSH-MOUNTED
BATH-SHOWER MIXER

HEXA QUADRO 35 FLUSH-MOUNTED
BATH-SHOWER MIXER

5539-810-00

836-002-00

5539-810-81

836-002-81

mokait FLUSH-MOUNTED
WASHBASIN MIXER
(water flow: 6l/min)

MOKAIT FLUSH-MOUNTED BATH SPOUT

mokait BLACK FLUSH-MOUNTED
WASHBASIN MIXER
(water flow: 6l/min)

MOKAIT BLACK
FLUSH-MOUNTED BATH SPOUT
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SHOWERS

841-900-00

841-910-00

TORO POINT-FIXED SHOWER HANDLE
SET TO BE COMBINED WITH A SHOWER
MIXER

CERES POINT-FIXED SHOWER HANDLE
SET TO BE COMBINED WITH A SHOWER
MIXER

The shower is an important element of every bathing space.
Although small, it is usually located in a visible place and its
design affects the look of the entire bathroom. The showers
with flush-mounted connectors are a perfect solution for
those people who are fond of simple and minimalist design.
Of course, the key issues here are the comfort of use,
the functionality of the shower handle, as well as the durability
and the quality of workmanship.
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TRAPS AND DRAINS
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600-003-00

600-003-81

600-002-00

660-354-81

660-353-81

660-254-00

660-253-00

ROUND BOTTLE-TYPE WASHBASIN
TRAP

ROUND BOTTLE-TYPE WASHBASIN
TRAP, BLACK

SQUARE BOTTLE-TYPE WASHBASIN
TRAP

SMALL ROUND CLICK-CLACK
WASHBASIN DRAIN WITH OVERFLOW,
BLACK

SMALL ROUND CLICK-CLACK
WASHBASIN DRAIN WITHOUT
OVERFLOW, BLACK

BIG ROUND CLICK-CLACK WASHBASIN
DRAIN WITH OVERFLOW

BIG ROUND CLICK-CLACK WASHBASIN
DRAIN WITHOUT OVERFLOW

600-001-00

601-054-00

604-454-00

660-254-81

660-253-81

660-554-40

660-454-00

BOTTLE-TYPE WASHBASIN TRAP

BOTTLE-TYPE WASHBASIN TRAP

PIPE-TYPE WASHBASIN TRAP

BIG ROUND CLICK-CLACK WASHBASIN
DRAIN WITH OVERFLOW, BLACK

BIG ROUND CLICK-CLACK WASHBASIN
DRAIN WITHOUT OVERFLOW, BLACK

BIG CLICK-CLACK WASHBASIN DRAIN
WITH A CERAMIC PLUG

BIG SQUARE CLICK-CLACK WASHBASIN
DRAIN WITH OVERFLOW

660-354-00

660-353-00

660-453-00

660-454-81

660-453-81

660-054-00

SMALL ROUND CLICK-CLACK
WASHBASIN DRAIN WITH OVERFLOW

SMALL ROUND CLICK-CLACK
WASHBASIN DRAIN WITHOUT
OVERFLOW

BIG SQUARE CLICK-CLACK WASHBASIN
DRAIN WITHOUT OVERFLOW

BIG SQUARE CLICK-CLACK WASHBASIN
DRAIN WITH OVERFLOW, BLACK

BIG SQUARE CLICK-CLACK WASHBASIN
DRAIN WITHOUT OVERFLOW, BLACK

WASHBASIN DRAIN WITH A LIFT ROD
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kitchen

tauri

Touch trigger
It allows you to turn on and off water quickly,
thanks to which the time of using the mixer
is shorter.
Comfort of use
All you have to do is just touch the mixer with
anything (e.g. your hand, your forearm or a pot)
and use water at the pre-set temperature freely.
Another touch will instantly turn off the stream,
keeping the temperature setting.
Touch trigger function
It guarantees safety: properly set water
temperature will protect users from getting
burnt.
Economy and ecology
Low water consumption – 7.2l/min.

6723-915-00
TAURI TOUCH-ME sink mixer
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calix

FREEDOM AND COMFORT OF USE
Thanks to the flexible spout, it is possible
to direct the water stream freely.
HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS
The spout material is durable and resistant
to high temperature.
EASY DISHWASHING
It is also easy to wash the whole sink.

6543-915-00
calix sink mixer
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97

Stable assembly
The mixer is assembled using a special
mounting bush.
Ergonomic handle
It does not slide in the user’s wet hand.

morganit

Visually-pleasing look
Thanks to the chromium-plated base,
the mixer looks elegant on the countertop.

4923-915-00
morganit sink mixer
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Angelit
100

Well-thought-out design
The white coating covers selected elements
of the mixer, while the spout remains chromiumplated, thanks to which it is more resistant to
mechanical damages, e.g. those caused by pots.
Attention to detail
The unusual teardrop cross-section of selected
elements is a distinguishing feature of the
collection.

6713-915-40

6713-915-00

angelit sink mixer

angelit sink mixer
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neda

FUNCTIONAL SIMPLICITY
The classic and simple shape of the spout
ensures comfort of use. The right height
of the spout allows you to fill even large
pots without any problems.
PERFECT MATCH
The austere design and the possibility
of choosing different colours make the mixer
match any kitchen interior – both modern and
rustic.
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5823-915-00

5823-915-81

Neda COUNTERTOP sink MIXER

Neda Black COUNTERTOP sink
MIXER
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theta

FOLDING POSSIBILITY
This function is dedicated to kitchen sinks.
Functional solution
After folding, the mixer is only 6 cm high.
Right SPOUT SHAPE
It allows users to fill even large pots with
water easily.

6523-915-00
theta sink mixer
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Convenience
It is easy to keep the sink space clean.

rumba

Flexible spout
Thanks to this feature, it is possible to direct
the water stream freely.

“Coin slot” aerator
It makes the cleaning process easier because
it can be disassembled with a regular coin
(no additional tools are needed).

6553-915-00
rumba sink mixer
with A FLEXIBLE SPOUT
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sigma

COMFORT OF USE
The extendable spout facilitates daily kitchen
work – it is easier to fill a large pot or wash
the entire sink thoroughly.
UNIQUE DESIGN
The characteristic spring will add a modern
touch to any kitchen.

6603-110-00
Sigma sink mixer
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SINK MIXERs
110

6513-915-00

5313-815-00

5313-615-00

5913-815-00

onyks SINK MIXER

LEONIT SINK MIXER

LEONIT SINK MIXER

mohit SINK MIXER

5913-615-00

4013-915-00

4403-915-00

4203-915-00

mohit SINK MIXER

topaz SINK MIXER

malachit SINK MIXER

kwarc SINK MIXER

4103-915-00

4003-615-00

diament SINK MIXER

korund SINK MIXER
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less waste

LET’S SAVE WATER TOGETHER!
Water makes up 71% of our planet ‒ one would think
it’s a lot. So what’s all the fuss about the necessity
to save water? Because drinkable water makes up
less than 1% of the whole amount, which is why its
every drop is precious. According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), over a billion people living on
earth have no access to clean drinkable water at all.

SMART WAYS TO SAVE WATER
| Do you take a shower every day? Buy a stopwatch, set
a timer on your phone or create a short shower playlist.
During each minute of your shower, you pour about 8–12
litres of water. It is easy to count how much you will save
if you reduce your shower time from 10 to 5 minutes.
| It will be also a good idea to replace your mixers with more
economical ones, like those from the Mokait collection.
You should also try to turn off water every time you brush
your teeth or wash your hands.
| Use pasta water to water your home flowers – they will grow
beautifully and you will be able to save some valuable litres.
| Try steam cooking which requires less water than traditional
cooking. It is also much healthier!
| If you have the opportunity, collect rainwater in containers
and use it to water the plants in your home or garden.
All you need is a large bucket or, if you have a small balcony,
you can use empty mineral water bottles.
| Start the washing machine only when it is full.
| Do not rinse dishes before putting them into the dishwasher.

For more tips on how to save water and live according to the less waste
style, visit our website: www.kfa.pl
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX
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albit

64

malachit

48, 110

amazonit

38

mohit

72, 110

ANGELIT

18, 100

MOKAIT

14

Aquamaryn

60

morganit

22, 98

ATUT

84

MOZA

6

AZURYT

85

narva

30

baryt

76

neda

42, 102

beryl

70

NEON

34

CALIX

96

ONYKS

110

CERES

88

RUMBA

106

DIAMENT

58, 110

selen

68

german

66

SIGMA

108

granat

82

sodalit

46

halit

62

SOTALIA

84

HEXA

86

STANDARD

56

jaspis

80

tanzanit

26

KORUND

50, 110

TAURI

94

krzem

78

THETA

104

KWARC

52, 110

TOPAZ

54, 110

leonit

74, 110

TORO

88

LOGON

10

TRAPS AND DRAINS

90
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